Title word cross-reference


- dimensional [1110]. - Nearest [1495].
- Shape [2578, 2579]. - tree [1570, 1190].
- trees [2008, 1095, 1748, 256, 687, 1258].
- valued [698].

.KBMS [924].

/GraphLog [605]. /information [160].

0 [2123]. 0-8020-8860-0 [2123]. '00 [1764, 1791]. 007 [848]. 03 [2049].


Architectures
Broadcast [1120, 1385, 1625, 273].
Broadening [2568]. brokering [1127, 1909].
Browsing [1084, 270, 1743, 1707, 556, 1566, 1181].
Bruce [2156]. BSR [1135]. Btx [457].
budget [1247]. Buffer [1492, 1379, 1280, 1825, 683]. buffering [534, 877]. Buffers [1003]. Build [2524].
builders [768, 324]. Building [1633, 735, 1585, 2327, 732, 2635, 1398, 2634, 2157, 2614, 2312, 876, 770, 1945, 1907, 2284, 2649].
bushy [1974, 1989, 2231, 2071, 827, 768, 2176, 2401].
Byzantine [2499].

C [101, 100, 2088, 66, 2374, 2388, 849, 1163, 2232]. C-SPARQL [2374]. C. [2120].
CAD/CAM [397]. Cadlab [1179]. CAISE*00 [1764]. CALANDA [1187].
Calculus [1702, 502, 555, 1107, 884, 267, 2259].
Calendar [950, 2169]. California [2163]. Call [13, 1582, 2419, 2442, 2501, 2142].
Called [1329]. Calls [27, 1898]. CAM [397].
Canada [2675]. Candidate [1708].
Candidates [2130]. canonical [715].
Capabilities [1654, 740]. Capability [1311, 1557]. CapBasED [1311].
CapBasED-AMS [1311]. capture [560, 494]. carbohydrate [2075].
Carnot [914, 1151]. Cartesian [1251].
Chair [1959, 2655, 2386]. Chairman [11].
Chamberlain [99]. Champaign [1964].
Changes [2529, 2580, 2195, 2220, 2245, 1538].
Changing [1487, 1065, 2664, 2663, 1044].
character [104]. characteristics [794].
Characterization [1072, 461, 235, 563].
characterizations [1849, 2149].
characterizing [2388]. charging [1710].
Chase [1731, 266]. chasing [2294].
Chaudhuri [1417, 2335]. cheap [423].
Christopher [2397]. Christos [2193].
Chunks [1504]. CICS [1246]. CIM [1168].
circuit [322, 1908]. Citation [2186, 2187].
citation-based [2187]. Citations [2588].
Cite [2588]. CITRI [829]. City [1983].
CiVeDi [2096]. Claremont [2315]. Class [939, 1678, 487, 714, 1252, 1115, 1268].
class-division [1115]. Classes [2611, 1094, 156, 718, 719, 1804, 89].
CLASSIC [507]. Classification [1683, 1484, 474, 1898, 109]. Classifier [2629, 2628]. classify [1802].
classifying [1804]. classroom [501]. Claude [2316].
CLI [1218]. Client [1521, 1646, 993, 1039, 1374, 1140, 680, 1210, 779, 1262, 1089, 700, 681].
Client-Server [1521, 993, 1374, 680, 779, 1262, 700].
Client-Site [1646]. Client/Server [1039, 1210, 1089, 681]. Clio [1860, 1795].
Cloud [2511, 2380, 2467, 2493, 2493].
Clusters [1714, 2573, 1798]. CLV [470].
CMM [2178]. Co [66, 858, 2011, 2357].
co-authorship [2011]. co-existence [858].
CODASYL [101, 32, 136, 311, 67].
Codes [1728, 469, 344, 106].
cohabitation [909]. coherency [772].
columnar [2246]. Combinatorial [998, 536]. Combined [1732, 858].
Commanding [2546]. commentary [370, 1064, 544]. Comments [65, 64].
Commitment [480, 771]. Committee [136, 2655, 3, 33]. Committees [1447, 1598, 1674, 1695, 1207, 1226, 1330, 1535].
Common [1499, 2667, 2668, 49, 642, 1939, 239, 1771, 1035]. Commonsense [2627].
Communication [1836, 1120, 2001, 169].
Compensation-based [801]. competition [2364]. compiled [497]. compiler [382].
Compiling [522, 473]. complementary [265]. complete [2027, 699, 2398, 438].
complete-story [2398]. completed [2365]. completeness [741]. completion [2192, 2480].
Complex [2644, 1320, 1500, 2289, 954, 1024, 1717, 1781, 1129, 448, 645, 522, 363, 733, 1796, 790, 659, 827, 314, 2358, 2163, 1302, 928, 660].
complex-object [790]. complexity [1979, 515, 571]. compliant [1766].
Component [1584, 1158, 1919, 1428].
Component-based [1584].
Componentized [1589]. Composite [533, 666, 2079, 753, 2158, 299].
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Database-Backed [1699].
Database-Centric [2513].
Database-Driven [1585, 1841].
database-intensive [1557]. Database-like [1555].

DataBlade [1245, 1038]. DataBlitz [1670].
Database [1328]. datacycle [380]. Dataflow [1087, 440, 1907, 419].
datalog [446, 504, 447, 2268, 581]. DataMine [1170].
Datasets [2664, 1394, 1395, 1638, 2663, 1117, 1420, 1768, 2512].
Dataspaces [2584, 2183]. DataSplash [1552]. DataSpot [1566].
{} Date [66, 102, 73, 2272, 839, 840].

David [1940, 2432].
{} Date [1915, 2156].

DB [2190, 1263, 332, 2148, 763, 1940, 2176, 2524].
{} DB&IR [2322]. DB/IR [2190].

DB2 [1160, 1161, 1533, 1960, 1039, 1224].
{} DBA [1990].

{} DBLearn [1057].

{} DBLP-DB [2148].

{} DBMS [1036, 2572, 2573, 689].

{} DBPl [2203].

{} DBC [222].

{} DB-SG [222].

{} DBSim [1304].

{} DBT [81].

{} DBC [222].

{} DBSim [1304].

{} DBT [81].

{} DC [2685].

{} DDB [908].

{} DDL' [60].

{} DDT [1046].

{} DDTs [203].

{} dead [2476].

{} Deadlock [423, 943, 479, 1067, 364].

{} Dean [2472].

{} debate [65].

{} Debit [476].

{} debugging [1559].

{} DEC [1031].

{} decade [1529, 2184].

{} DECdtm [896].

{} December [1580, 2108, 620, 2263].

{} Decision [1041, 2526, 1415, 1042, 1632, 1600, 1509, 1154, 1205, 1782, 1268].

{} Decision-Making [1600].

{} Declarative [2504, 1753, 2577, 2352, 2373, 2375, 2324].

{} declustering [759].

{} Deco [2452].

{} decomposing [504].

{} decomposition [303, 206, 232].

{} decompositions [207].

{} decompression [1984].

{} DEDALE [1500].

{} deduction [746].


{} DeeD [1236].

{} Deep [2575, 2574, 2582, 661, 2376].

{} DeepDive [2575, 2574, 2582, 661, 2376].
definition [9, 73, 68, 1, 1333, 1069, 250]. degradation [1265]. degrees [2148].
dependence [679, 502]. dependencies [244, 232, 234, 462, 565, 1289, 914].
dependency [1863, 311, 1813, 462]. dependency-based [1813]. deploying [1783]. Dept. [1446]. depth [433, 60].
DILS’05 [2215]. Diluting [1688].
DIRECTV [1424]. Disambiguation [1000, 2439]. disc [530, 406]. Disco [1428].
Discovering [1591, 2471, 1971, 1879].
Discovery [1657, 1656, 999, 2509, 1057, 998, 1432, 1170, 2329, 1773, 1900, 1185].
discrepancies [647]. discs [530, 122]. discussion [317, 1908]. disjunction [519].
Disjunctions [1019]. Disjunctive [1018, 816].
Disk [1501, 955, 285, 879, 877, 688, 579, 685].
Dissemination [1851, 2024, 2201].
Dissertation [2319, 2397, 2562, 2243, 2268, 2445].
Distance [1400, 1502, 1737, 1784, 2489].
Distance-Based [1400, 1784].
Distinguished [2205, 2243]. distorted [878]. Distributed [1464, 764, 2281, 836, 379, 1013, 1411, 1728].
Distributing [1012, 1011, 229].

Distributing [1031].

diversity [2255].

diversification [2377].

DNA [2076, 1871].

DSQ [1940].

DSQ'98 [1871].

DSQ'99 [1866].

DSQ'00 [2278].

Document [1722, 2517, 1014, 1433, 1543, 1679, 751, 1887, 285, 415, 1185].

does [2474, 2335].

doesn't [1940].

doing [1089].

DOLAP [1946].

DOLAP'05 [2239].

DOLAP'07 [2291].

Domain [2328, 2650, 2170, 73, 248, 455, 709].

Domain-Specific [2650].

Domains [1315, 1499, 1322, 1624, 173, 1313].

Domingo/Notes [1663].

Donald [99].

Don't [2647, 2476].

DODDLDE [765].

double [2211, 2222, 2256, 2221].

double-blind [2211, 2222, 2256].

doubly [878, 402].

down [240].

Dr. [1064].

Dresden [2620].

drinking [2035].

Drive [1478].

Driven [1585, 833, 2342, 1841, 1687, 1311, 2375, 2349, 2223, 2586, 1837, 2522].

drives [2401].

DSQ [1732].

DSS [1155].

DTL [1566].

Dublin [1983].

duplicates [1131].

durable [2448].

during [1963, 1522, 1265, 42].

duties [2472].

Duty [957].

DyDa [1872].

DynaMat [1648].


Dynamically [2664, 2663, 1451, 753].

Dynamically-Fetched [1451].

Dynamics [2107, 220, 1978].

e-business [1914, 1843].

E-commerce [1765, 1944, 1780, 1584, 1762].

e-mail [1901].

E-salesperson [1852, 1853].

e-science [2164].

e-services [1774, 1879].

each [1152, 2071].

early [1982, 2087].

earth [2237, 749, 1360, 910].

Earthquake [2163].

East [1931, 2172, 1325].

Eastern [17].

easy [1566, 366].

EBDIDC [46].

EBusiness [1915].

ebXML [1916].

eCo [1760].

Ecobase [1890].

Economy [1586].

ECRC [1188].

ECOSSA'2007 [2338].

EDBT [2379, 2125].

EDBT/ICDT [2379].

eDBT'02 [1981].

EDBT'04 [2092].

Eddies [1730, 2057].

Edgar [2028].

Edge [2618].

edit [2489].

Editing [121].

Edition [1160, 2027, 1161, 2004].

editor [1881, 2015, 1910, 2159, 1943, 1223, 31, 1335, 2474, 19, 12, 35].

Editorial [2529, 2580, 2610, 2195, 2220, 2245].

education [557].

Educational [1601].

EDUCE [357].

EFDBS [1457].

Efendi [1179].

effect [354, 369].

Effective [645, 1742, 534, 1107, 447, 1889, 1283, 1743, 1118, 1812].

Effectiveness [999].

efficiency [2501].


Efficiently [1382, 1489, 328, 1394, 396, 1267].

effort [2498].

EFIS [1670].

Eighth [2239].

EIHA [2061, 2239].

EiHA [2061, 2239].
Grammar-like [432], grand [2348]. Graph [2652, 2603, 569, 2602, 954, 2496, 2623, 2508, 2498, 918, 565, 2011, 2434]. Graph-
[2603, 2602]. Graph-Based [954].
Guidelines [1316]. Gulf [2313].
High-Availability [1728, 511]. High-Dimensional [1400, 1401, 1529, 1828, 1813, 1829, 1934]. high-end [706]. high-impact [2409].
high-level [90, 678, 310]. High-Performance [1390, 1562, 381]. High-Scale [1548]. high-throughput [2448]. higher [514]. higher-order [514].
Human [308, 2534]. Human-Powered
informatics [2253, 2457, 2226].
Information
Informix [770, 1162, 1759].
InfoSleuth [1386, 1427, 1607, 1151].
Infosphere [1786]. Infrastructure
[972, 1919, 1945, 973]. Infrastructures [1764, 1920]. INGRES [806, 427, 2417].
Inheritance [325, 159, 534, 514, 664, 660].
Initial [1493, 2057, 545, 2462]. initiative [2237]. ink [1116]. Inktoni [1547].
Integration
Integrity
[294, 510, 541, 852, 464, 1288, 280, 253, 1126].
Intel [2274, 2465]. InteligenceE
[2449, 1591, 2485, 2555, 2528, 2627, 140, 2493, 1944, 2384]. Intelligent
[1455, 1084, 1575, 897, 510, 739, 106, 122].
Intensive [2390, 1611, 1446, 2455, 550, 440, 157, 2167, 2403, 1907, 855, 963]. inter
[758, 915]. inter-operability [915]. inter-operation [758]. Interaction
[1492, 2096]. Interactive [1306, 1033, 1250, 153, 365, 1313, 158, 41, 5, 1170, 739, 6, 260]. InterBase [923, 895]. interchange [723, 1422]. interdependencies [912].
Interests [36]. Interface
[952, 1421, 1136, 570, 606, 604, 1192, 261, 427, 309, 608, 922, 49, 310]. Interfaces
International
[2238, 2370, 2136, 2287, 2678, 2679, 2682, 2683, 2684, 2686, 2687, 1568, 2278, 1239, 1323, 2203, 2216, 1569, 1793, 2685, 2261, 2485, 2555, 2354, 2270, 2537, 2229, 2394, 2323, 2681, 2215, 2289, 2277, 2510, 2561, 2153, 2254, 2372, 2511, 2599, 2426, 2380, 2410, 2467, 2656, 2291, 2466, 2494, 2528, 2553, 1202, 2592, 2213, 1215, 2191, 2239, 1765, 2340, 1994, 2139, 2493, 2458, 1685, 1946, 1993, 2046, 2048, 2227, 2228, 2554, 2449, 838, 2154, 910, 2339].
Internet [1994, 2537, 1556, 1449, 1591, 1760, 1740, 1387, 936]. Interoperability
[1581, 618, 1440, 711, 1601, 1607, 1608, 1425, 911, 2340, 2170, 913, 647, 812].
Interoperable [1200, 1309, 716].
[884]. Interrupted [1712]. INTeRsect [917].
Maintaining [1382, 863, 1289].
Maintenance [1405, 1404, 1702, 1431, 1752, 1378, 1403, 1719, 275, 1872, 1859, 1290, 1131, 1132, 1822, 1288, 1211, 1130]. Make [178].
Managing [1212, 2075, 322, 2034, 1533, 472, 2088, 1007, 1614, 643, 1666, 791, 2325, 691, 2077, 503, 1795, 932, 2423, 2408].
memories [102, 539]


Object-Oriented

Object-Relational [1328, 1677, 1381, 1514, 1668, 2506, 1413, 2208, 1327, 1159, 2294].

object/task [349]. Objective [2569].

objectives [430, 210]. Objectivity [763].


ObjectStore [810, 744]. observable [762].

Observations [967, 2103]. observing [749].


OLTP [1709, 1379]. Olympic [1546].


one-startup [2252]. Onion [1741]. OnLine [770, 1591, 1162, 1641, 1876, 1384, 2672, 1630, 2607, 1638, 2606, 2622, 1757, 2671, 1135, 1801, 2470, 1266, 1894, 2235, 936].


ontological [2412, 1919]. Ontologies [1977, 2342, 2117, 1994, 2258, 2414].


ONTOS [744]. OODB [876, 930, 714, 1194, 774, 1115, 1090].

OODBMS [1174, 1020, 727, 1184].

OODBMs [952]. OODBs [872, 939]. Ooi [2614]. Open [1386, 876, 1061, 1043, 930, 1361, 1319, 18, 2599, 811, 1532, 1605, 2082, 1278, 2430, 169, 2232, 933, 640, 1771, 2332, 896].

open-source [2232]. operability [915]. operand [129]. Operating [29, 2355, 257, 313, 928]. operation [758].

Operations [1711, 2632, 2669, 2670, 405].


Optimistic [1632, 1105, 652, 219].

Optimization [1417, 2611, 1741, 1001, 1643, 374, 2099, 1319, 1491, 1631, 789, 2568, 656, 1729, 318, 1509, 431, 536, 2569, 1636, 2550, 1505, 1261, 1260, 1293, 1138, 1416, 1821, 1819, 808, 527, 386, 1848, 757, 1849, 1252, 875, 373, 661, 1815, 816, 1195, 1269, 432, 823, 1822, 2452, 760, 341, 1287, 387, 2258, 1253, 1807, 1933, 650, 725, 1251, 1940, 2267].

optimization-based [1821].


Optimizing [2429, 1256, 1015, 2603, 1824, 279, 1018, 1808, 2602, 2420, 1190, 556, 874, 450, 597, 767].

Options [946]. OR-DBMS [1434]. Oracle [1671, 1540, 1030, 1142, 1850, 1033, 1224].

Oracle8 [1534, 1541]. Oracle8i [1758].

ORCHESTRA [2318]. Order


Sciences [2215, 2541, 2081, 1891, 2072, 910].
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